Language Testing Gets Easier: LAS Links Assessments Go Online

LAS Links Online accurately assesses K–12 English language proficiency using a secure, robust, online testing platform.

- Students’ spoken and written responses are captured electronically, which allows teachers to score the responses anytime, anywhere.

- LAS Links Online® provides rubrics and exemplary responses to help ease the scoring process and promote teacher professional development.

- Educators will have immediate access to informative diagnostic reports, allowing them to quickly determine vital information about a student’s English language proficiency.

- LAS Links Online offers new forms on a yearly basis, providing the freshest academic language content to better measure a student’s language.
• Provides quicker, easier, and more convenient ways to administer and score English language proficiency tests with a fully Internet-based solution.

• Get immediate results to inform language instruction and recommend remediation.

• Export data and reports into organized and easy-to-read reports and graphs that can be saved in the system and then shared with teachers and administrators to revise instruction, and if needed, recommend remediation.

• Eliminate the time-consuming process of hand-scoring and manually calculating language proficiency test results.

• Group administer all domain assessments for reading, writing, listening, and speaking—eliminating the need for one-on-one testing found with traditional paper-and-pencil assessments.

• Online group test administrations are extremely efficient because they minimize the time needed for administration and scoring, saving districts and schools considerable expense.

Visit CTB.com/LASLinksOnline for an in-depth look at LAS Links Online. Or contact us at 800.538.9547.